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Super Ricochet for iOS is here - That Final Ricochet Experience
Published on 11/07/16
Texas based Appdore, LLC is announcing their final project, Super Ricochet. Super
Ricochet, is the sequel to Ricochet Theory, will challenge players to an intense ricochet
contest in order to advance through the game. Unlike Ricochet Theory 1 & 2, platforms are
now movable, draggable, spinnable and totally in the players control more than ever. Super
Ricochet features over 100 levels and has a silly unlockable mode for the hardcore
ricochet fans.
Houston, Texas - Appdore, LLC today is sad yet proud to announce the release and immediate
availability of their final project, Super Ricochet. This game is based off the fun and
exciting aspect of ricocheting and will be exclusive for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch
devices. The controls are easier and more reliable this time around as players can drag
around most objects or double tap to spin the objects 30 degrees at a time. This game is
great for players of all ages, especially the physics puzzle game fans. When playing the
game, players should feel accomplished when they are able to collect all 3 crystals on a
level.
Super Ricochet features 100+ levels of ambient music with minimalistic graphics and simple
gameplay. As you advance through this game, you'll have to decide if you want to spend a
few minutes trying to get all 3 crystals and the goal or just hit the goal. Of course,
there will be many new random elements thrown at players to make things interesting and a
little frustrating. There are no timers in these levels or in this game. Super Ricochet
will leave players feeling accomplished if they successfully reach level 100. This game is
based on realistic physics but players will have the opportunity to experience the game
with a more relaxed physics experience after unlocking the new mode on level 100.
That is it and we hope you enjoy our last project.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
*
* 27.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Super Ricochet 1.0 is Free and available on the App Store in the Games > Puzzle category.
Super Ricochet is all about giving the player more control of their puzzles that is not
based on any predetermined moves or limiting grids. Get this family friendly, ricochet
puzzle game today - Super Ricochet!
Super Ricochet 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/super-ricochet/id1161611365
YouTube Video (Preview):
https://youtube.com/watch?v=S4Pu_7pb5Tk
Screenshot 1:
http://imgur.com/CztFN3V
Screenshot 2:
https://imgur.com/S6tmCyQ
Screenshot 3:
https://imgur.com/hS4GHFF
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App Icon:
http://imgur.com/pxW90Dr

Appdore, LLC is an indie game development company run by Cartez Augustus and is operated
out of Houston, Texas. Cartez has been developing mobile apps since 2012. Copyright (C)
2016 Appdore, LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPad mini,
iPod touch, and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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